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Abstract
An analysis of the effects that groundwater flow has on the thermal regime created by a ground source
energy system is presented. The change in the development of the sub-surface thermal regime caused
by a groundwater flow across a site, relative to a scenario where groundwater flow does not exist,
is examined. Analysis is performed using bespoke finite-element formulations of both single- and
multi-borehole systems. The results of this work show that even a modest groundwater flow across a
site can lead to a significant change in the development of the sub-surface thermal regime.
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1 INTRODUCTION
A closed loop ground source energy (or geothermal energy)
system operates by exchanging heat with the sub-surface via a
circulating heat carrier fluid flowing around piping infrastructure which is buried in the ground. Closed loop geothermal
systems are typically categorized as either horizontal, where the
piping infrastructure is installed close to the surface in a horizontal orientation, or vertical, where the piping infrastructure
is installed in a vertical orientation. Open loop geothermal
energy systems operate by pumping water from an aquifer, exchanging heat using a heat pump and either returning water to
the aquifer or disposing it via a surface discharge system or
sewer. Open loop geothermal systems are inherently more risky
than closed loop geothermal systems; open loop geothermal
systems can require on-going maintenance throughout their operation and typically require detailed and therefore costly site
investigations (e.g. chemical analysis of waters) at the system
feasibility stage [1]. This paper deals with vertical closed loop
geothermal systems only. These systems can range in size from
single-borehole systems, which provide space heating and/or
cooling to single-family dwellings or small offices, up to large
multi-borehole installations, which may be suitable for heating
and/or cooling of large multi-storey buildings and structures.

Calculating the required quantity of sub-surface piping infrastructure required to satisfy the heating and cooling loads of
a proposed project is a critical stage in the design of a closed
loop ground-source energy system. For soils where a high
groundwater flow is present, the heat transfer process between
the heat exchanger piping and the surrounding ground may be
strongly influenced by convection effects; however, for formations with low hydraulic conductivity, the heat transfer process
is typically dominated by heat conduction [2]. Banks et al. [3]
found the phenomena of excessively high values of apparent
thermal conductivity caused by the possible presence of groundwater flow across the tested borehole heat exchanger, to exist in
3 of 26 thermal response tests carried out in the UK. This indicates that groundwater flow design problems hampering the
design of geothermal systems could be present in 10% of
cases. However, it is noted that the existence of groundwater
flow at a site is strongly related to the geology at the site and
therefore in certain regions, design issues associated with the existence of groundwater flow may be prevalent.
A number of software packages have been developed to design
and size closed loop ground source energy systems. Practically all
of these software packages being used in the ground source
energy industry (such as Energy Earth Designer [4] or GLHEPRO
[5–7]) assume heat transfer by conduction only. This paper
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presents a preliminary investigation of the effect of groundwater
flow on the development of the thermal front created by a singleborehole heat exchanger and group of borehole heat exchangers.
The consequences of the altered shape and distribution of the
thermal front created by a ground source energy system operating
at a site effected by groundwater flow are not only important to
understand from the perspective of the individual operating
system but also important to consider the potential effect on adjacent or nearby ground source energy systems and potential future
installations on neighbouring sites. An increase in the popularity
of ground source energy systems (particularly in congested urban
areas) means that it will become increasingly important to consider the interaction between adjacent or nearby ground source
energy systems in the future [8, 9] and therefore development of
numerical and finite-element formulations capable of quantifying
the effect of groundwater flow of the sub-surface thermal regime
is required.

2 PREVIOUS WORK IN THE AREA
The following paragraphs provide an overview of previous
attempts made by researchers to understand the thermal influence imposed on a borehole heat exchanger system by groundwater flow. A large portion of the work done to date in this
area has consisted of evaluating the effect that groundwater
flow has on system efficiency (i.e. energy output) rather than
on the sub-surface thermal regime. Several models have been
constructed using TEMP/W and other softwares in order to
consider the thermal effects of conductive heat flow on geotechnical engineering structures such as dams or embankments
[10 – 14] in areas prone to permafrost.
A number of researchers have attempted to understand the
implications of groundwater flow across a borehole heat exchanger using various approaches. Claesson and Eskilson [15] constructed an ‘improved line source theory’ to describe the effect
of groundwater flow on a single-borehole heat exchanger under
steady-state conditions and concluded that the thermal effect of
natural groundwater movements homogenously spread over the
ground volume is negligible. It should be noted however that
Claesson and Eskilson [15] considered on a scenario where the
ground formation was composed of rock. The worst-case scenario therefore presented by Claesson and Eskilson [15] relates to
the effect of groundwater flow resulting from a ground formation with permeability 1026 m/s and gradient 1/66. Following
the well-known equation described by Darcy’s law (flow
velocity ¼ permeability  gradient), this means that the worstcase (or highest) flow rate considered by Claesson and Eskilson
[15] is only 0.0013 m/day. The resulting findings that ‘the
thermal effect of natural groundwater movements are negligible’
are therefore not considered applicable to cases where the
geology may dictate a higher groundwater flow rate (for
example the permeability of the gravels beneath the Cork
Docklands in the South of Ireland is of the order of 5 
1023 m/s [1] and therefore if a hydraulic gradient equal to or

greater than that assumed by Claesson and Eskilson [15] was
present, the resulting sub-surface thermal effects due to the
groundwater in this case would be significantly greater).
Lee and Lam [16] created a 3D finite-difference model
capable of calculating the ‘real’ thermal conductivity of a
ground formation from thermal response test field data provided by Pahud and Matthey [17] by take into account of the
thermal influence of the water flow present across the tested
borehole heat exchanger. Katsura et al. [18] present a method
for determining the velocity of groundwater flow based on the
temperature gradient observed from a thermal response test,
thermal probe test and heating well method test. Chiasson
et al. [19] found, using a 2D finite-element groundwater flow
and mass/heat transport model, that groundwater flow can
have a significant effect on borehole heat exchanger performance in cases where geological materials with high hydraulic
conductivity or fractured rocks exist.
Wang et al. [2] present a simplified numerical approach to
gain an understanding of the effect that groundwater flow has
on the thermal performance (i.e. energy output) of a borehole
heat exchanger. Comparison of results from a measurement
campaign carried out on a borehole system which was being
influenced by strong groundwater advection and the performance of the borehole system in the case of no groundwater advection (modelled using TRNSYS software [20]) indicated that
the groundwater flow provided an average performance enhancement of the borehole heat exchanger energy injection/
extraction rate of 9.8 and 12.9% during summer and winter,
respectively. The magnitude of the performance enhancement
was found to depend to a large extent on the distribution and
thickness percentage of the ground layer with the greatest
groundwater flow. Nam et al. [21] performed a similar study
by developing a simulation code capable of estimating the
effect of groundwater flow on the energy output of an energy
pile system. Fan et al. [22] reported a mathematical model and
integrated it into a previously developed integrated soil cold
storage and ground source heat pump simulation program.
They concluded that the presence of groundwater flow significantly influenced the heat transfer between the borehole heat
exchanger and the surrounding soil and therefore the energy
output of the cold storage/ground source heat pump system.
Katzenbach et al. [23] carried out finite-element model
(FEM) simulations in order to investigate the possible subsurface thermal influence on neighbouring properties caused
by the operation of a geothermal seasonal thermal storage
system in Frankfurt, Germany. Coupled conductive and convective heat transport models were created and the influence of
varying boundary conditions was investigated. The project analysed consists of 302 foundation piles with diameters of up to
1.86 m and depths of up to 27 m, of which 262 piles were
equipped with heat exchanger pipes. The project also consists
of a retaining wall of 543 piles (1.5 m diameter, up to 38 m
length) of which every second reinforced pile was equipped
with heat exchanger pipes, resulting in 130 retaining wall
energy piles. Although exact details are not provided in
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Katzenbach et al. [23] and Katzenbach et al. [24] relating to
the ground conditions at the site, it is understood that the majority of the pile depth is surrounded by relatively impermeable
Frankfurt clay while a short, lower section of a portion of the
piles is surrounded by higher permeability Frankfurt limestone
where groundwater flow is present. It was observed that for a
constant heat extraction rate, the groundwater flow causes a reduction in the temperature drop inside and adjacent to the
borehole heat exchanger, and for a modelled flow velocity of
1 m/day results in a near-field temperature increase of 1.58C.
Katzenbach et al. conclude that the horizontal groundwater
flow results in the deflection of isotherms in the downstream
direction, resulting in a larger thermally influenced area in the
downstream direction of the energy foundation installation.
Gehlin and Hellström [25] created three 2D numerical
finite difference model scenarios to investigate the short-term
influence of the thermal effects of groundwater flow in fractured rock, resulting due to single or multiple fracture zones.
Gehlin and Hellström conclude that significant enhancement
of heat transfer properties is possible, even in cases where low
specific flow rates exist in fractures, and recommend further investigation of the thermal effect of groundwater flow in nonvertical fractures and fractures crossing through boreholes, the
long-term effects of fracture flow near a borehole heat exchanger and the influence of varying groundwater flow over time.
The influence of groundwater flow on thermal output of a
borehole heat exchanger was examined by Clausen [26] for a
range of flow velocities and aquifer thicknesses using a software
package called finite-element sub-surface flow and transport
simulation system [27]. The thermal performance of a borehole
heat exchanger was investigated for flow rates ranging from 0
to 5 m/day (following from Chiasson et al. [19] who suggested
typical groundwater flow rates of 4  1027 m/day in clay,
0.014–0.16 m/day in coarse sand and up to 8.4 m/day in gravel)
and a range of vertical thicknesses of fracture planes containing
horizontal flow across the borehole heat exchanger. Clausen [26]
concluded that the existence of groundwater flow across a borehole heat exchanger (which has the effect of extracting heat
from the ground unit under consideration) would lead to a significant improvement in the thermal performance of a ground
source heat pump system injecting heat into the ground.

3 FINITE-ELEMENT ANALYSIS
The purpose of the finite-element analysis described in the following sections is to gain an understanding of the development
of the sub-surface thermal front created by a borehole heat exchanger system and how it is affected by a flowing groundwater
regime. This is achieved by integrating two finite-element software packages known as TEMP/W and SEEP/W [28, 29].
TEMP/W is a finite-element software program, which has been
designed for the analysis of sub-surface thermal problems.
The software can analyse both steady-state thermal conduction
problems as well as transient problems and is typically used in
286 International Journal of Low-Carbon Technologies 2014, 9, 284– 295

industries to model freeze-thaw problems. SEEP/W is a finiteelement software program, which provides the facility to analyse
groundwater seepage and excess pore-water pressure dissipation
problems. The program allows analysis ranging from simple saturated steady-state problems to complex saturated/unsaturated
time-dependent problems. TEMP/W has the ability to integrate
with SEEP/W in order to take into account the convective heat
transfer that occurs due to flowing water. The first stage in analysing the problem at hand is to construct a TEMP/W sub-surface
heat conduction model, which is described in the next section.

3.1 TEMP/W model formation
A summary of the TEMP/W model construction and fundamental mathematical equations controlling the output of the FEM is
outlined in this paper, readers should refer to Hemmingway and
Tolooiyan [submitted for publication] and [30] for further
details. Equation (1), where F is the heat flux, l is the thermal
conductivity, T is the temperature and x is distance, shows that
heat flow due to conduction is directly dependent on the
thermal conductivity of a material and temperature gradient.
The negative sign in the equation indicates that temperature
decreases in the direction of increasing x when a positive heat
flux is imposed on a material [31]. Heat flux due to conduction
is governed by Equation (1) in TEMP/W analyses.
F ¼ l

@T
@x

ð1Þ

The governing differential equation used in the formulation
of TEMP/W is shown in Equation (2).
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where lx is thermal conductivity in the x-direction, ly is
thermal conductivity in the y-direction, Q is applied heat flux
and h is capacity for heat storage of the soil–water–ice mixture
[32]. This equation states that the difference between the heat
flux entering and leaving an elemental volume of soil at a point
in time is equal to the change in the stored heat energy.
The capacity to store heat is composed of two parts. The
first part is the volumetric heat capacity of the material (either
frozen or unfrozen) and the second part is the latent heat associated with the phase change. Equation (3) describes the capacity of a material to store heat, where, c is apparent
volumetric heat capacity of soil, L is latent heat of water and
Qu is the total unfrozen volumetric water content. Several
equations for estimating unfrozen and frozen volumetric heat
capacity of soil are defined by DeVries [33] and Johnston et al.
[34]. The latent heat associated with phase change can be
ignored in this case because the model presented assumes that
the ground and water contained therein will remain unfrozen
for the period of the analysis, and therefore the change in total
unfrozen volumetric water content (Qu) is equal to zero, so
that the capacity for heat storage of the soil under investigation
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is equal to the volumetric heat capacity of the soil. In this case,
Equation (2) can be rewritten as Equation (4).
@Qu
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In order to include convective heat transfer effects, TEMP/W
must obtain the water and air content and water and air velocity at every gauss point within the model for every time step.
With this information, the partial differential equation for heat
flow [Equation (2)] is modified to Equation (5) (GeoStudio
[29] and Arenson et al. [35]).
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where rscps is the volumetric heat capacity of soil, cpa/w is the
mass specific heat of air or water, Qw is the volumetric water
_ a is the mass flow rate of air, @Qu =@T is the slope of
content, m
the unfrozen water content function, qw is the specific discharge (Darcy velocity) of water and L is the latent heat of
water. Although the definition of Kt is not addressed in
GeoStudio [29] or Arenson et al. [35], DeVries [33] and Shoop
and Bigl [36] defined it using Equation (6), where Kt is
thermal conductivity of the soil – water– ice mixture, Kw is
thermal conductivity of water, Ki is thermal conductivity of
ice, KS is thermal conductivity of soil, Qu is volumetric ice
content and Q0 is soil porosity.
Kt ¼ Kw Qu þ Ki Qi þ Ks ð1  Q0 Þ

ð6Þ

Equation (5) can thus be modified to Equation (7) (where cw
equals the mass specific heat capacity of water (4.187 kJ/kgK)
because this study that the ground and water contained therein
will remain unfrozen for the period of the analysis and that
the ground is fully saturated (no air in the ground).
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through unsaturated soil (see Richards [37], Childs and
Collis-George [38] and GeoStudio [28]). The only difference is
that under conditions of unsaturated flow, the hydraulic conductivity is no longer a constant, but varies with changes in
water content and indirectly varies with changes in pore water
pressure (see Krahn [39] and Tolooiyan et al. [40]).
The general governing differential equation for 2D seepage
can be expressed as Equation (9), where Th is the total head, kx
is the hydraulic conductivity in the x-direction, ky is the hydraulic conductivity in the y-direction, Qw is the applied water
boundary flux and t is time.
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This equation states that the difference between the water flow
(flux) entering and leaving an elemental volume at a point in
time equals the change in storage of the soil systems. More
fundamentally, it states that the sum of the rates of change of
flows in the x- and y-directions and the external applied water
flux equals the rate of change of the volumetric water content
with respect to time. The right side of Equation (9) is zero, so
the flux entering and leaving an elemental volume is the same
at all times in the case of the analysis presented, because the
ground is fully saturated and volumetric water content is
assumed constant during the analysis time.

3.3 FEM model design
A 2D 20 m  20 m soil cluster is defined in plan view. For the
single-borehole analysis, a borehole is placed at the centre of the
cluster as shown in Figure 1. The construction includes 6700
elements, consisting of both quad (integration order of 4) and
triangular (integration order of 3) elements. Rectangular grids
of infinite elements are formed on the basis of a decay shape
function and placed at the outer extents of the model geometry
(see the lower right segment of Figure 1). TEMP/W and SEEP/
W code uses a formulation developed by Bettess [41] to model
infinite elements. To use this formulation, the relationship
between local and global coordinate systems must be described

3.2 SEEP/W model formation
SEEP/W is formulated on the basis that the flow of water
through both saturated and unsaturated soil follows Darcy’s Law
which is shown in Equation (8), where qw is the specific discharge (or Darcy velocity, as explained in Section 2), k is the hydraulic conductivity and i is the gradient of total hydraulic head.
qw ¼ ki

ð8Þ

Darcy’s law was originally derived for saturated soil, but later research showed that it can also be applied to the flow of water

Figure 1. Soil cluster with centralized borehole.
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by a shape function. TEMP/W and SEEP/W use the Serendipity
family of mapping functions presented by Bettess [41] to make
the relationship between the local and global coordinate systems
[28, 29]. This function is related to the placement of infinite
element in the model geometry and can be written in five different forms for 1D infinite elements and three different forms
for 2D infinite elements. These infinite elements are a convenient way of extending the far field of a problem and in general
three points are required to describe the shape function. Each
element needs to be an eight-noded quadrilateral, so secondary
nodes are required to form the decay function. For more information, readers are referred to Bettess [41] and GeoStudio ([28,
29], pp. 234– 240). Utilization of the infinite elements on
boundaries therefore effectively extends the finite-element
geometry beyond the 20 m  20 m, without the need to increase the model geometry size beyond the 20 m  20 m
boundary (which would have the potential effect of reducing
the accuracy of the model). In the convection analyses which
follow (denoted ‘Cond. & Conv.’ in later sections to indicate
that the effects of both conduction and convection are being
taken account of ) water flows from right to left with a constant
velocity for each individual analysis.
For the multi-borehole analysis, four boreholes are placed at
the right-hand side of the soil cluster at a distance 4.75 m from
each other (see Figure 2). The construction includes 5650 elements, consisting of both quad (integration order of 4) and triangular (integration order of 3) elements. Rectangular grids of
infinite elements are applied on boundaries as in the case of
the single-borehole model construction.
The soil and borehole heat exchanger parameters selected
for the analysis are shown in Table 1. The chosen parameters
are selected on the basis of the assumption that the borehole
heat exchanger system in question is installed in a geological
formation dominated by saturated sand and are commensurate
with what could be expected under Irish geological and climactic conditions. A low permeability thermally enhanced grout of
thermal conductivity 1.47 W/mK is specified as the backfill

Table 1. Soil and borehole heat exchanger parameters.
Parameters

Assigned value

Soil cluster thermal conductivity (W/mK)
Soil cluster volumetric heat capacity (MJ/m3K)
Backfill material thermal conductivity (W/mK)
Backfill material volumetric heat capacity (MJ/m3K)
Pipe thermal conductivity (W/mK)
Pipe volumetric heat capacity (MJ/m3K)
Average ground surface temperature (8C)
Geothermal heat flux (W/m2)
Pipe outer diameter (mm)
Pipe wall thickness (mm)
Spacing between pipes (mm)
Borehole diameter (mm)

2.4
2.5
1.47
1.8
0.42
1.95
9.9
0.07
40
3
80
140

material surrounding the pipes. A long-term averaged specific
heat extraction rate representing a constant building heating
base load of 2.5 MWh per month is assumed in the analysis.
The information shown in Table 1 alongside some additional
data presented in detail in Hemmingway and Tolooiyan [submitted for publication] is entered into a borehole heat exchanger dimensioning design tool called Energy Earth Designer [4]
and a period of 25 years is simulated. This simulation indicates
that a borehole heat exchanger of length 108 m is required to
meet the specified heating loads over a period of 25 years.
The design tool also provides monthly values for the
average borehole heat exchanger fluid temperature (i.e. the
average temperature of the fluid in each of the borehole heat
exchanger pipes), the first 24 months of which (shown in
Figure 3) is used as the input values for the TEMP/W model.
To model both conduction and convection, and consider
the water flow effectsa coupled heat transfer FEM (TEMP/W
and SEEP/W) is employed. In addition to the parameters
shown in Table 1, a number of other parameters are required
to model the water flow and heat convection. These parameters
are shown in Table 2.

4 ANALYSIS AND RESULTS
4.1 Single-borehole analysis

Figure 2. Soil cluster with multi-boreholes.
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Analysis is performed using both TEMP/W (for conduction
only) and coupled TEMP/W-SEEP/W (for conduction and
convection) FEMs in order to provide a graphical representation of the variation in heat propagation from the borehole
heat exchanger for a number of time steps. In the initial analysis, a water flow velocity of 0.16 m/day is assumed which is
representative of a typical flow rate, which might be found in a
geological formation dominated by sand [19]. Three grid independence tests consisting of 38 900, 6700 and 2002 elements
were carried out alongside a time step independence test consisting of 48, 24 and 1 time step(s) in order to validate the numerical accuracy of the model. The dependency test results
revealed that the model outputs are independent of the
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Figure 3. Average borehole heat exchanger fluid temperature.

Table 2. Additional parameters for modelling water flow and heat
convection.
Parameters
Soil cluster permeability (m/day)
Soil cluster volumetric water content (m3/m3)
Backfill material permeability (m/day)
Backfill material volumetric water content (m3/m3)

effects of groundwater flow for a multi-borehole system are
illustrated in Section 4.2.
A comparison between the development of sub-surface
thermal regime caused by a single-borehole heat exchanger may
be made by comparing the predictions made by Claesson and
Eskilson’s [15, 42] closed form radial heat transfer equation
[Equation (10)], the TEMP/W (conduction only) FEM
described in detail in Hemmingway and Tolooiyan [submitted
for publication] and [30] and the coupled TEMP/W-SEEP/W
(conduction and convection) FEM defined in this paper.
Claesson and Eskilson’s closed form radial heat transfer
equation [Equation (10)] was defined in order to describe
radial heat transfer in the vicinity of a closed loop borehole
heat exchanger extracting or injecting heat from/to the subsurface and confirms the accuracy of the output from the conduction analysis performed using TEMP/W.

Assigned value
432
0.3
1.9008e25
0.36

considered grid and time steps. Figure 4 shows the heat flow
profiles after 8, 16 and 24 months where the temperature difference between each iso-counter line is 0.58C. Each of the subfigures on the left-hand side of Figure 4 represents a conduction
only modelled scenario (denoted ‘Cond. Only’) for a particular
time step, while each of the sub-figures on the right-hand side
represent a coupled conduction and convection modelled scenario (denoted ‘Cond. & Conv.’) for the same time step. The
water velocity is held constant at 0.16 m/day throughout each
of the 8-, 16- and 24-month scenarios. It is clear from visual
comparison of the sub-figures on the left and right of Figure 4
that even a modest flow rate can have quite a significant effect
on the thermal regime created by a single-borehole heat exchanger. This indicates that a thorough understanding of the
groundwater flow regime at a potential closed loop ground
source energy installation site and in the wider surrounding
area is important so that (i) the implications of groundwater
flow can be understood in terms of interaction between borehole within the site; (ii) the sub-surface thermal effects on
neighbouring sites where one may wish to install or may
already have installed a ground source energy system can be
understood; (iii) the potential sub-surface thermal effects on
the proposed system (and associated design implications, e.g.
factor of safety) which could be effected by future ground
source energy systems in the area and (iv) an understanding of
how the groundwater flow may affect the performance of the
proposed system and whether or not many of the established
ground source energy industry software packages (such as
Energy Earth Designer [4] or GLHEPRO [5 –7]) can be used
with confidence, given that they assume sub-surface heat transfer to occur by conduction only. The sub-surface thermal

T  T0 

 


q
4lt
ln 2
 0:5772
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r SVC
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where T is the temperature at time t and r is the distance from
the centre of the borehole heat exchanger, T0 is the initial undisturbed ground temperature prior to application of a heating
load, q is the specific heat extraction rate of the borehole heat
exchanger (W/m), l is the thermal conductivity of the rock/
soil being analysed (W/mK) and SVC is the specific heat capacity (Ws/m3K) of the rock/soil being analysed. The equation
is valid within the range 52rb SVC =l , t , ts =10 [43], where ts is
the time at which ‘steady-state’ heat exchange begins, i.e. the
point in time at which 3D heat flow effects become too great
to ignore.
A comparison between the sub-surface temperature predicted using each of the three previously described methods
(the closed form conduction only equation denoted ‘C.f.’; the
conduction only TEMP/W FEM denoted ‘Cond.’ and the
coupled TEMP/W-SEEP/W conduction and convection FEM
denoted ‘Con. & Conv.’) caused by a single-borehole heat exchanger at a distance of 3 m from the borehole and time step 24
months is shown in Figure 5. The predictions of temperature at
3 m from the borehole heat exchanger in both the perpendicular and parallel directions to the flow are superimposed on the
figure. The predictions made using both the closed form equation and the TEMP/W FEM (8.17 and 8.168C, respectively)
show good agreement. The temperatures predicted by each of
the respective conduction only methods are identical in all
directions as expected because heat transfer by conduction only
is being analysed and therefore propagates at an equal rate in all
directions out from the borehole heat exchanger. The coupled
TEMP/W-SEEP/W FEM prediction however shows an expected
temperature of 8.278C in the direction parallel (and downstream) to the flow, but a higher value of 9.518C in the direction
perpendicular to the flow. This is because the thermal influence
of the borehole heat exchanger is being extended (or ‘pulled’)
in the direction of the flowing groundwater.
International Journal of Low-Carbon Technologies 2014, 9, 284– 295 289
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Figure 4. Heat flow profiles at various time steps (water flow velocity: (0.16 m/day); the temperature difference between each iso-counter line is (0.58C)
and the numbers in the white text boxes refer to the temperature of the respective iso-counter lines, in 8C).

Comparison between the change in ground temperature
from undisturbed conditions (time ¼ 0) to those after 24
months for a range of distances (r) from the borehole heat exchanger according to the closed form equation, TEMP/W conduction only FEM and the coupled TEMP/W-SEEP/W
conduction and convection FEM are shown in Figure 6a at distances parallel to the water flow and Figure 6b at distances perpendicular to the water flow. The 24-month time step and
maximum distance of 3 m from the borehole heat exchanger
was chosen because the closed form equation is valid for analysis of heat transfer between 1.5 and 3.8 years for a distance
of 3 m from the a borehole heat exchanger as described earlier
in this section introducing the closed form equation.
290 International Journal of Low-Carbon Technologies 2014, 9, 284– 295

A good fit between the results modelled using the TEMP/W
model and those obtained using the closed form equation
(both assuming heat transfer by conduction only) is observed
in Figure 6 for the range of distances (r) from the borehole
heat exchanger after 24 months. The closed form equation
shows a decrease in the change in temperature relative to the
initial ground temperature of 42.9% at 0.5 m from the borehole to a change of 16.0% at a distance of 3 m from the borehole heat exchanger, while the TEMP/W model shows a
decrease of 38.0 and 16.0%, respectively. Comparison between
the method assuming heat transfer by conduction only (i.e.
the closed form equation and the TEMP/W conduction
model) and the coupled TEMP/W-SEEP/W model capable of
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modelling heat transfer due to conduction and convection
shows a significant difference in the predicted temperature
with distance from the borehole heat exchanger. A graphical
representation of the development of the ground thermal
regime at 1- and 24-month periods for flow velocities of 0.16,
1.0 and 3.0 m/day is provided in Figure 7.

4.2 Multi-borehole analysis

Figure 5. Analysis of temperature predictions at 3 m from the borehole
and at 24 months by three methods (water flow velocity: 0.16 m/day).

Figure 6. Change in temperature with distance (r) from the borehole heat
exchanger after 24 months. (a) Parallel to the water flow direction and (b)
perpendicular to the water flow direction.

A multi-borehole (or group borehole) analysis was performed
using the conduction only TEMP/W and the coupled conduction and convection TEMP/W-SEEP/W models referred to
earlier in this article, which were further developed to incorporate four boreholes as described in Section 3.3. Figure 8 shows the
predicted development of sub-surface heat flow profiles after 8,
16 and 24 months, with the conduction only TEMP/W models
shown in the left-hand side sub-figures for each time step and
the coupled conduction and convection TEMP/W-SEEP/W
models shown in the right-hand side sub-figures.
As was the case for the single-borehole heat exchanger analysis, quite a significant difference in development profiles for
the conduction only and coupled conduction and convection
scenarios is observed in each of the 8-, 16- and 24-month time
steps, with the decrease in ground temperatures created by the
operating borehole heat exchanger being ‘pulled’ in the direction of water flow. The area of thermal influence created by the
borehole heat exchanger system is therefore larger in the downstream direction and smaller in the upstream direction relative
to a situation where no groundwater flow exists and therefore
heat transfer occurs by conduction only. This difference is
clearly illustrated by the drawing which is superimposed on the
bottom two sub-figures of Figure 8. A straight line is drawn
from the centre point between the two inner boreholes in the
parallel direction to the water flow on the output sub-figures
from both the TEMP/W and TEMP/W-SEEP/W 24-month analyses. The temperature at ‘point d’ (which is located a perpendicular distance of 5.6 m from the line of boreholes in the
model) in the TEMP/W conduction only model is calculated to
be 7.58C while a temperature value of 6.948C is observed at the
same point in the TEMP/W-SEEP/W coupled conduction and
convection model. Similarly, at ‘point c’ (which is located a perpendicular distance of 16.3 m from the line of boreholes in the
model) temperature values of 9.5 and 7.458C are observed for
the TEMP/W and TEMP/W-SEEP/W models, respectively. The
multi-borehole analysis endorses the findings made from the
single-borehole heat exchanger analyses relating to the importance of gaining a thorough understanding the groundwater flow
regime present at a site and its implication for thermal interaction of boreholes within a site, effects on neighbouring
systems, potential thermal effects/interference caused by the installation of other ground source energy systems on nearby sites
and design using the industry standard software packages. It is
clear that the borehole heat exchanger layout for ground source
energy systems with unbalanced annual energy requirements
that should be selected in order to take most benefit from the
International Journal of Low-Carbon Technologies 2014, 9, 284– 295 291
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Figure 7. Development of the ground thermal regime at 1- and 24-month periods for flow velocities of 0.16, 1.0 and 3.0 m/day.

thermal recharge associated with a flowing groundwater is that
which would reduce the quantity of thermal interaction
between the borehole heat exchangers caused by the groundwater flow. In other words, they should be oriented perpendicular to the direction of water flow as shown in Figure 8.

5 CONCLUSIONS
FEMs have been constructed in order to gain an understanding
of the change in the development of the sub-surface thermal
regime for single and multi-borehole heat exchanger systems
caused by a flowing groundwater regime. A FEM considering
heat transfer to occur by conduction only is created using
TEMP/W, while a model capable of analysing the effect of
292 International Journal of Low-Carbon Technologies 2014, 9, 284– 295

coupled conductive and convective heat transfer effects is created
using a TEMP/W-SEEP/W model formulation. Comparison
between the conduction only and the coupled conduction and
convection models show that the groundwater flow has a significant effect on the development of the sub-surface thermal
regime propagating from a borehole heat exchanger.
It is concluded that even a modest groundwater flow rate of
0.16 m/day can have a significant effect on the development of
the thermal regime created by a single- or multi-borehole heat
exchanger system. A thorough understanding of the groundwater flow regime at any proposed closed loop ground source
energy system installation site is therefore important so that
the associated implications of thermal interaction of the boreholes within the site, the potential effects on existing neighbouring systems, the potential interference with the proposed
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Figure 8. Heat flow profiles at various time steps for a multi-borehole scenario (water flow velocity: 0.16 m/day).

system which may be caused by installations of other ground
source energy systems on nearby sites in the future and the effect
of the groundwater flow on the performance of the system. It
also raises questions as to whether or not many of the established
ground source energy industry software packages (which typically assume that sub-surface heat transfer occurs by conduction
only) can be used with confidence in areas where even low to
modest groundwater flow rates are possible.
The results from the coupled conduction and convection
analysis show that the optimal borehole heat exchanger
layout for a ground source energy system with unbalanced
annual energy requirements is one in which the borehole
heat exchangers are oriented perpendicular to the direction

of the water flow, as this reduces the groundwater
flow-induced thermal interaction between borehole heat
exchangers.
Further work in this area will involve developing the coupled
conduction and convection FEM presented to produce a comprehensive database of results based on analyses for the varying
parameters associated with a number of different soil types,
detailed analysis of which may result in the establishment of a
standardized methodology for accounting for the effects of
groundwater flow on ground source energy systems. The FEM
will also be developed to incorporate the capability to model
fluid flow within the borehole heat exchanger pipe using computational fluid dynamics.
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